STORYBOOKS

**Enid Blyton – Famous Five Books Series** - 823.912 B62

7 - Five Go Off to Camp  
9 - Five Fall Into Adventure  
10 – Five on a Hike Together  
11 – Five Have a Wonderful Time  
13 – Five Go to Mystery Moor  
15 – Five on a Secret Trail  
16 – Five Go to Billycock Hill  
17 – Five Get Into a Fix  
18 – Five on Finnistons Farm  
19 – Five Go to Demon’s Rocks  
20 – Five Have a Mystery to Solve  
21 – Five are together again

**Enid Blyton – Secret Seven Books Series** - 823.912 B62

1 – The secret seven  
2 – Secret Seven Adventure  
3 – Well done, Secret Seven  
7 – Secret Seven Win Through  
10 – Puzzle for the secret seven  
11 – Secret seven fireworks  
13 – Shock for the secret seven  
14 – Look out, secret seven

**Enid Blyton – Popular Rewards Series** - 823.912 B62

- Peronel’s Magic Polish and other stories  
- Mr. Twiddle Fetches Polly and other stories  
- The Brave Little Puppy and other stories  
- The Three strange travelers and other stories  
- The Ugly Old Scarecrow and other stories  
- Bicycle Magic and other stories
**Enid Blyton** - 823.912 B62
- Mister Meddle's Muddles
- Merry Mister Meddle
- The Mystery of the Hidden House

**William Shakespeare – Indiana Illustrated** – 822.33 Sh15
- Twelfth Night or What you Will
- Macbeth
- Romeo and Juliet
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream
- King Lear

**Franklin Dixon – Hardy Boys Series** – 813.52 D64
- 20 – Feeding Frenzy
- 23 – House Arrest
- 24 – Murder House
- 25 – Double Trouble

**Thomas Hardy – Indiana Illustrated** - 823.8 H22
- Far from the Madding Crowd
- The Mayor of Casterbridge

**Jane Austen – Indiana Illustrated** - 823.8 Au74
- Emma
- Sense and Sensibility
- Northanger Abbey

**Robert Louis Stevenson – Indiana Illustrated** - 823.8 St48
- The strange case of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde
- Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde

**Sir Arthur Conan Doyle – Indiana Illustrated** - 823.8 D77
- The Hound of the Baskervilles

**Emily Bronte – Indiana Illustrated** - 823.8 B78
- Wuthering Heights

**Victor Hugo – Indiana Illustrated** - 823.7 H87
- The Hunchback of Notre-Dame

**Anna Sewell – Indiana Illustrated** - 823.8 Se89
- Black Beauty

**Mark Twain – Immortal Illustrated Classics** – 813.4 T91
- The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
H.G. Wells – Immortal Illustrated Classics - 823.912 W46
- The Invisible Man

Daniel De Foe – Immortal Illustrated Classics - 823.5 D36
- The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe

Alexander Dumas – Immortal Illustrated Classics – 843.7 D89
- The Man in the Iron Mask

Aesop – Classic Library – 823 Ae88
- Aesop’s Fables

Frank Baum – Classic Library - - 813.4 B32
- The Wizard of OZ

Rudyard Kipling – Classic Library - 823.912 K62
- The second Jungle Book

George Eliot – Classic Library - 823.8 El44
- Silas Marner

Jerome K. Jerome – Classic Library - 823.912 J48
- Three Men in a Boat

Jules Verne – Classic Library – 843.8 V59
- Around the world in Eighty Days

Oliver Goldsmith – Classic Library - 823.6 G57
- The Vicar of Wakefield

Marie Corelli – Classic Library – 823 C81
- Vendetta

ALKA Publications – 823.5 V69
- Vikram & Betal Stories
ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHY - 823.8 D85

1. The Luminous Life of Rabindranath Tagore
2. The Luminous Life of Madonna
3. The Luminous Life of Don Bradman
4. The Luminous Life of Thomas Hardy
5. The Luminous Life of Alfred Nobel
6. The Luminous Life of Queen Elizabeth
7. The Luminous Life of David Beckham
8. The Luminous Life of Dhirubhai Ambani
9. The Luminous Life of William Shakespeare
10. The Luminous Life of B.R. Ambedkar
11. The Luminous Life of Pablo Picasso
12. The Luminous Life of Bruce Lee
13. The Luminous Life of Jackie Chan
14. The Luminous Life of Nelson Mandela
15. The Luminous Life of Buddha
16. The Luminous Life of Brian Lara
17. The Luminous Life of Gandhi
18. The Luminous Life of Charlie Chaplin
19. The Luminous Life of Lady Diana
20. The Luminous Life of Dalai Lama
21. The Luminous Life of Charles Dickens
22. The Luminous Life of Muhammad Ali
23. The Luminous Life of Mother Teresa
24. The Luminous Life of Saddam Hussein
25. Mother Teresa a biography

Dreamland Publications: Know about Science

1. Know about Science: Global Warming – 363.7387 Se75
2. Know about Science: Electricity – 537 Se75

Tell me how: 4 volumes – 032.02 P97

1. Tell me how
2. More Tell me how
3. Still More Tell me how
4. Lots more Tell me how

Tell me the answer book series – 032.02 M89

1. Tell me the answer 1
2. Tell me the answer 3
3. Tell me the answer 4
4. Tell me the answer 5

TOTAL: 97 titles